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Fast Taxi Afgahnistan
With Fast Taxi Experience Safe and Secure Travel at Any Place at Any Time
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About Fast Taxi
Fast Taxi is incorporated company in Afghanistan with
principle office at qala e fathullah Kabul Afghanistan
Fast Taxi designed an application similar to provide
online taxi booking services. The application could be
obtained from smart phones application stores,
including Apps Store and Play Store. Residents of city
can apply for a book request via fast taxi apps or
arrivals request to their place.
The company began operations in 2018, which includes
the name of a FastTaxi Taxi booking services company it
offers the choice of homes, hotels, Hospitals, Airline
flights etc for passengers. The distinction of our circle
value is the most valuable user experience, among the
quick searches and reservations, the quick and safe
travels, through Fast Taxi apps . Our type of business is
the destination of the progress of our country's
economy, so we have made our services easy for
clients.
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FAQ
Frequently Ask Questions
What is FastTaxi products?
The Fast taxi makes standardize service costs rates for taxi passengers and drivers Residents of city can
apply for a book request and taxi application to their place. Fast taxi aiming for taxi drivers to register
and provide services through online for intention of makes safely and easily travels.

How should I used FastTaxi?
1. With Fast Taxi services you will be able to share information about the location of the traveler's
travel. Users of this program will apply to their nearest driver if they he/she wish to travel to
their designated destinations through an app search box after drop off searching.
2. When receiving a request, a driver receives a signal through a Fasttaxi apps, the driver after the
accepting passenger request reach to applicant location , the applicant his/her will give travel
point, after considering the trip, the passenger will pay the fares considers the kilo meter of the
charge for hire in cash.

How should we pay for Taxi Fares?
The passenger could be pay through a bank account or in cash, the settlement and repayment process is
also implemented through the Apps (Named) Fast Pay Application.

Does the taxi service provide safe travel services?
Fast Taxi application software can perform a fully operational role with respect to passenger safety,
which you can get your travels peacefully.

What is Fast Taxi Apps?
The service is available through Applications, available on play store and app store search by fast taxi
name the fast taxi application designed in two version: the user or the passenger and the driver
separately getting benefit from these services.

How does it work?
Fast Taxi booking services is linking with the some specification from any location, you can quickly and
safely get through travels.
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Is There Any Registration Fee?
It's absolutely free! You don't need to pay any fees for your taxi registrations with Fast Taxi

Who’s eligible for this services?
1. Must be have valid driving license
2. Must be have vehicles with valid vehicle license
3. Must be have mobile phone to support fast taxi app

What kind vehicles should register for this services?
Any type of vehicle that has a license to operate at the central region in Afghanistan’s, such as private
vehicles and taxies.

I'm a driver what document is need for registration?
You must complete your registration through by your physically attend to fast taxi office. You must bring
your application or send to the Fast Taxi Company in writing.
1. Must be bring copy of your driving license.
2. Must be bring copy of your vehicle license.
3. Must be bring copy of your Tazkira.
4. Must be bring 2 photography.

What is hours of working with fast taxi?
With Fast Taxi, you can work twenty-four hours according to your business hours. If you do not want to
work in your business hours with fast taxi apps, you can switch off your applications and simply get work
with your other business.

What privileges do you provide?
We can connecting drivers to travelers through a very simple and quick way, include customers who
have requested more than thousands of people to apply for a trip through Fast taxi Apps.
1. We have considered more points for driver Include payment for their Internet usage costs.
2. Installing security devices for the driver to ensure the safety of the passengers free of charge.
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What area should I cover by Fast Taxi?
Anywhere and In any place you have left or your beginning locations You can place the same area under
the cover of Fast Taxi service.

What places covered by Fast Taxi?
For the right now, we have covered only region central. In the near future, these services will also be
available in all provinces.

How should I contact with Fast Taxi office?
Customer Care Services: For any type of your queries, contact to our helpline call center number: 288

I m a local driver should I use fast taxi?
The Fast Taxi Services is currently reserved for central regions only.

Should I use fast taxi for purpose of long travels?
Of course, long travels or trips can also be included in this program.

My friends needs taxi how should I contact to book it?
By installing Fast Taxi app on your phone, you can easily connect to the nearest station and drivers.
By opening the fast taxi application you can get access on the search bar map with double clicking you
can choose the nearest driver to travel with your friends on a very cheap rate.

What costs rates should apply for travels and how should I pay for driver?
The travelers will apply for cost considered by every per Kilo meter which the fare will apply to the
driver in cash by the passenger.

I have technical issue where should I contact with?
For any frequently asked question Contact with us.
Contact Details. +93 285 27 27 27 and +93 785 28 28 28
Mail to -
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